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From R&B beats to neo-soul; this poetry is touching hearts, renewing minds and freeing souls. 12 MP3

Songs SPOKEN WORD: Poetry, GOSPEL: Contemporary Gospel Details: Who can resist good poetry,

especially when it has an R&B feel. Now a new style of poetry has arrived to touch hearts, renew minds

and free souls. Combining a mix of R&B with the smooth sounds of neo-soul, this CD stops listeners in

their tracks and captivates them to listen and get in touch with their inner most self, all while being

entertained by the fabulous beats. The CD, entitled "Choices" is a perfect source for self-empowerment,

chill mode, or sharing with those who need encouragement. Jumping genres from R&B to neo-soul this

CD will have you talking about it. With a tiny touch of go-go "Unseen War" (Pt. 1  2) will have you bobbing

your head and paying close attention to the message. The track "This Thing" has a definite neo-soul

sound and gives warning of temptation. The smooth mellow sounds of the tracks "Listen" and "Be'n Me"

will have you in a zone all by your self while being encouraged by Robin's personal triumphs over

self-esteem issues. Encouragement is what Robin is all about. "I put my experiences (uncensored), my

most rawest feelings, and my longing for people's deliverance from enslaved minds into my craft in order

to encourage people", says Robin. Robin wrote her first poem at age twelve due to a bad experience and

has been writing since. She was being asked as a young adult to write poems for funerals, weddings,

entertainment events, relationships, and more. Robin grew up in a family that had no relationship with

God and no knowledge of Jesus Christ, but once she reached adulthood, she settled into a church and

this is where she uncovered Gods divine purpose for her life. She recited her first purposeful poem to the

whole congregation. After the unbelievable responses she received, she knew God had given her

something special. Robin has been to two different countries sharing her poetry and thanks God for

purpose.
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